Genome editing by natural genetic transformation in Streptococcus mutans.
Classical mutagenesis strategies using selective markers linked to designed mutations are powerful and widely applicable tools for targeted mutagenesis via natural genetic transformation in bacteria and archaea. However, the markers that confer power are also potentially problematic as they can be cumbersome, risk phenotypic effects of the inserted genes, and accumulate as unwanted genes during successive mutagenesis cycles. Alternative mutagenesis strategies use temporary plasmid or cassette insertions and can in principle achieve equally flexible mutation designs, but design of suitable counter-selected markers can be complex. All these drawbacks are eased by use of direct genome editing. Here we describe a strategy for directly editing the genome of S. mutans, which is applied to the widely studied reference strain UA159 (ATCC 700610) and has the advantage of extreme simplicity, requiring construction of only one synthetic donor amplicon and a single transformation step, followed by a simple PCR screen among a few dozen clones to identify the desired mutant. The donor amplicon carries the mutant sequence and extensive flanking segments of homology, which ensure efficient and precise integration by the recombination machinery specific to competent cells. The recipients are highly competent cells, in a state achieved by treatment with a synthetic competence pheromone.